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Using your operational data for better business results
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PROCESS MINING
Process Mining is about using smart software to continuously analyze and visualize the
flow of your operations to pinpoint specific ways you can improve your business and identify underlying KPIs. It’s easier and more cost-effective than many people realize – with near
instant results.

THE QUEST FOR
OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
Every company wants its operations to
flow like clockwork. For orders to be filed
quickly, deliveries to take place without
bottlenecks, and payments to happen on
time. In reality though, deviations from
an ideal workflow are common. And it’s
these deviations that can cost a company

money as they accumulate over time. But
it’s not always easy to understand where
exactly the problems lie, what is causing
them and the extent to which they impact
operations. This is where Process Mining
comes in.



THE PROCESS MINING ADVANTAGE
Traditionally, a company’s business processes and KPIs are analyzed and modeled based on employee and customer
interviews, workshops and other qualitative methods. Gathering data in this way
can be very useful, but it usually takes
significant time and human effort to do
so properly – making it a costly exercise.
And, because it takes time, this method
doesn’t allow for KPIs to be easily reassessed and for the effect of changes be
studied quickly. Also, as qualitative data
is subject to human interpretation, it can
lead to misleading or incomplete conclusions.

Process Mining approaches analysis of a
company’s operations from a completely different angle: the data. Businesses
with order-to-cash or purchase-to-pay
operations typically have IT systems that
log activities at various points along the
timeline. And it’s these time stamped
events that are at the core of any Process
Mining exercise. By quickly extracting
and reading them, Process Mining software builds an instant visual model of a
given flow. From this model, deviations
can very quickly be identified and understood, allowing a company to identify the
real rather than the perceived reasons behind its performance.

THE BENEFITS OF PROCESS MINING
See your company’s
performance in real time

Decrease resource needs
and free up working capital

Identify the root causes
of process inefficiencies

Track KPIs and their
changes over time

Quickly locate
and fix bottlenecks

PROCESS MINING
WITH QPR PROCESSANALYZER
Most business intelligence software is
designed to help companies simply analyze the performance of existing KPIs.
While this is important, it can also be
misleading, because it may provide an
incomplete picture of your business. This
is where QPR ProcessAnalyzer is different, as it goes beyond simple KPI monitoring to find and understand the under-

lying deviations that cost your business
money. Through patented QPR technology that offers the world’s best in process analysis and prediction capabilities,
QPR ProcessAnalyzer identifies the root
cause of the deviations, even identifying
new ways to improve your KPIs.
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TAKING
QPR PROCESSANALYZER
INTO ACTION
Getting results with QPR ProcessAnalyzer is straightforward and easy.
Typical implementations require minimal customization and can often be
done in a single week.

QUICKLY CONNECTS TO
YOUR IT SYSTEM
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QPR ProcessAnalyzer is easy and familiar
for IT organizations to install and maintain,
with ready-made connectors to common
enterprise systems from vendors like SAP,
Oracle, Microsoft, Salesforce, Epicor, IFS,
Infor M3 and ServiceNow.

QPR ProcessAnalyzer is available as a cloud
solution, an on-premise server installation,
or as a standalone desktop version called
QPR ProcessAnalyzer Xpress. You just
choose the option that works best for your
organization.

EASILY IDENTIFY, READ AND
REPORT DATA DEVIATIONS
Your process is visualized in an Excel
file that clearly presents any deviations
and their root cause. Should you wish
to check any of the identified deviations,
QPR ProcessAnalyzer allows you to drill
down to single case IDs in your IT system
so that you can verify at source.

For reporting any findings, QPR Process
Analyzer combines familiar analysis tools
with simple and flexible web and mobile
dashboards.

#1
CUSTOMER
CASE

SURPRISING ROOT CAUSE DISCOVERY
LEADS TO DRAMATIC BOTTOM LINE
IMPROVEMENT
CASE DESCRIPTION
An established forestry industry group
took QPR ProcessAnalyzer into use to iron
out bottlenecks in their order-to-cash process. The company believed these bottlenecks were caused by customers requesting changes to orders before shipment of

the final product. These change requests
were triggering extra manual work in the
production phase and slowing down the
whole process – even resulting in late or
incomplete deliveries.

ANALYSIS

A root cause analysis done with QPR ProcessAnalyzer revealed that the
change requests were in fact being triggered by the company’s own customer-facing teams before they had even been requested by its clients. Thus the
company was inadvertently costing itself money.

RESULT

After identifying the underlying root
cause and making the necessary
corrections, improvements were
dramatic and immediately evident.
Invoice corrections decreased by 80%.
Business critical order changes were
down by 50%. And the number of late
deliveries was also reduced by 50%.
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#2
CUSTOMER
CASE

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AND MATERIALS
COMPANY REDUCES INVENTORY LEVELS
BY EUR 1 MILLION
CASE DESCRIPTION
When a large construction firm set out to
improve its purchase-to-pay process with
the help of QPR ProcessAnalyzer, it meant
studying the values associated with two
separate systems: one for recording sales
opportunities in its CRM-system (Salesforce.com), and one for tracking its deliv-

ery process through an ERP system (SAP).
So over the course of a three-week project,
QPR ProcessAnalyzer reconciled data between the two systems in order to identify any inefficiencies across the entire purchase-to-pay process.

ANALYSIS
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Very quickly the team discovered that the quotations the company was
sending to potential customers were being prematurely flagged as customer
approved in its CRM system. This in turn was triggering requests in the company’s purchasing system to source the materials that would be required for
specific projects – even though the sales hadn’t yet gone through. The result
was a large buildup of surplus stock without associated production orders.
RESULT

Thanks to QPR ProcessAnalyzer,
the company was able to easily
understand the root cause of the
problem and free up significant
working capital through reducing
its inventory levels by EUR 1 million.

#3
CUSTOMER
CASE

IDENTIFYING DELIVERY-TO-INVOICE
BOTTLENECKS RESULTS IN A MASSIVE
CASH FLOW IMPROVEMENT
CASE DESCRIPTION
When a building services company was
established as a spin off from a large construction firm, it found its operations and
business units spread across multiple ge-

ographies. Due to this fragmented legacy,
the efficiency of the new company’s delivery-to-invoice process varied widely from
country to country.

ANALYSIS

QPR ProcessAnalyzer quickly identified that the company’s invoices were
often kept “pending” long after work had been completed – sometimes for
periods of up to 120 days. This had serious and negative effects on cash flow,
while also causing dissatisfaction among customers who were confused by
invoices arriving three months late.
RESULT

With QPR ProcessAnalyzer the
company was able to reduce the
average time for delivery to invoicing
by 50%, harmonize the process across
the many different countries in which
it operates, and continuously monitor
the process to ensure operations
remain on track. The result: A massive
cash flow boost from freeing up EUR
100 million of working capital over
the course of 18 months.
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ABOUT QPR SOFTWARE
QPR Software Plc provides solutions for
strategy execution, performance and process management, process mining and
enterprise architecture in over 50 countries. Users of QPR Software gain the insight they need for informed decisions that

make a difference. With 25 years of experience, 2000 customers and over a million
licenses sold, QPR’s products are highly regarded by industry analysts and customers
alike.

To learn more about how QPR ProcessAnalyzer
can help your organization, please visit

www.qpr.com/solutions/process-mining
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